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a consideration of Eqs. (17) and (25) that the strongcoupling approximation is in better correspondence
with the nature of the interaction of the type Ys than
the weak-coupling approximation.
The model we have considered gives an idea of
the behavior of the Green function of the nucleon in
pseudoscalar meson theory in the region k 2 » m\
i.e., far from the pole k 2 "' m2 • F eynman 1 2 calculated the polarization of the vacuum in the approximation cp(x) = const; on the basis of the study of
our model it can be said that his conclusion about
the large part played by the polarization of the
vacuum relates only to the region k 2 » m 2 •
In conclusion I express my deep gratitude to
Academician N. N. Bogoliubov for direction and
help in the work, and also to S. M. Bilen'kii, N. P.
Klepikov, L. I. Lapidus, and N. A. Chernikov for
interesting discussions.
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The energy of a weakly excited state of a ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic crystal in
which each site is surrounded by several electrons is calculated by the method of approximate second quantization, applied to a system consisting of two types of interacting Fermi
particles. It is found that besides the usual excitations of the ferromagnon-antiferromagnon
type, some additional excitations, which depend weakly on the quasi-momentum, appear in
these systems. A physical interpretation of these excitations is proposed.

I•

THE PICTURE OF a weakly excited state
of a ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic crystal,
when there is only one magnetically active electron
at each lattice site, is now fairly well understood.
In the approximations of the spin-wave model it is

possible to approximate the energy of a weaklyexcited state of these crystals by the energy of an
ideal gas of separate Bose-type quasi-particlesferromagnons 1 antiferromagnons 2 • 3• 4 obeying
the dispersion laws
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respectively for ferromagnets and antiferromagnets,
whereupon two independent branches of excitations
are obtained for antiferromagnets. Here 11 is the
quasi-momentum, ] the exchange integral between
nearest neighbors, and c the number of these nearest neighbors.
According to the model of Bloch\ each of these
quasi-particles corresponds to the motion of an inverted electron spin through the ordered array of
the remaining spins. This simplified homeopolar
model leads to qualitative results which agree with
experiment. Real ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic
crystals, however, have several electrons with uncompensated spins at each site.
The first attempt to allow for the existence of
several electrons per atom in a ferromagnetic crystal was made in a very approximate form by Moller 5,
who considered all the electrons of the atom to be
in a single state. This approach was so crude that
Moller was not able to obtain any new qualitative
results.
Recently Kondorskii and Pakhomov6 have carried out a more accurate calculation of the energy
of a ferromagnetic crystal with several electrons
per atom. In this paper we will solve the analogous
problem for antiferromagnetic crystals. Since the
spectra of ferromagnets and antiferromagnets have a
great many regularities in common, it is expedient
to study them together within a single mathematical
scheme. For this purpose we wil! consider a Hamiltonian of fairly general type which describes a
system consisting of two types of interacting Fermi
particles, and determine its lowest eigenvalues by
the method of approximate second quantization of
Bogoliubov and Tiablikov 7 ' 8 which they developed
for a system made up of identical particles.
By considering the electrons of the individual
sublattices in an antiferromagnet as particles of
different kinds, we can imagine the Hamiltonian of
an antiferromagnet to be a special case of our
general Familtonian; the Hamiltonian of a ferromagnet will be contained in it automatically. We will
thus be able to solve the problem for ferromagnets
and antiferromagnets at the same time.
2. We will consider a crystalline system at the
nodes of which there are two different types of Fermi particles, but with only one particle at each
node. In addition to the principal S-state of the isolated atom there will be other states with large de-

generacy. Let us say that the wave function of
these states will be fP[v(q, s), where v runs through
a finite set of values. We will suppose that the interatomic spacings are sufficiently large to guarantee that there will be little overlapping of the electronic orbits. In the representation of second quantization the Hamiltonian of such a system is written in the form:

fi = ~ A

+

1
2

(f 1 '~1 v~) at,v, aJ,v~

+]

C(g 1 '~1 v~) ct.v, cg,v~

~ B (f 1 f 2 '11 '1 2 v1' v')2 a1+1\11 a1+zV2 a12v,, a1 ,
.L.J
1\1 1

(2)

+ ~ E (f
~

1

g 2 v1 'I 2 '/1 v')
a+
a j v,c-'c ,
2
j v
g v g vz'
1 1

1 1

2 2

2

(each term is summed over all indices), in which

"c+
.L.J
gv cgv -- 1•

(3)

v

Here the indices f and g designate the sites at
which the Fermi particles of respective types are
located: afv and Cgv are self-commuting Fermioperators.
Following the basic idea of the method of approximate second quantization, we select two system
functions ea/{v) and <I>c.u{gv) such that

] o: (fv) Ow' (fv) = o(w- w'),
v

] <1>: (gv) ([>"',

(4)

(g'l)

= o(w- w')

(where w takes the same values as v) and require
that
and <l>o(gv) yield a minimum for Eq. (2)
under the condition (3), if the operators in these
expressions are replaced by the usual c-numbers.
We now consider a canonical transformation

eo<M

of the Fermi operators afv and Cfv to new Fermi
operators afw and c gw· We determine the functions
(j) (fv) and <l>w(gv) for (JJ f. 0 by requiring that they
obey the equations:

e
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(6)

X <I>* (g1 '~1)

+

~
j 1V 1

E (f1 g2 '11 '12 'I~ '1;) ~· (f1 '11) 6 (f1 'I) <I>w (g2 '1~) =l.w(g2) <l>w(g2'12),

v: v~

where Aw(fv) and Aw(gv) are undetermined Lagrangian the weak interactions of the system. It is easy to
multipliers.
show that the original Hamiltonian ( 2) is represented in this approximation by a quadratic form in
These equations make it possible for us to elimithe Bose operators b gw and d fw·
nate from the Hamiltonian, expressed in the new
The diagonali zation of the quadratic form obtained
Fermi operators, those terms which contain only one
above can be carried out by the usual methods. 7 • 8
non-zero index w. Retaining first-order terms (those
For the energy of the system which we are studying
with two non-zero indices w) in the Hamiltonian,
we obtain:
we find that we can introduce new operators constructed from Fermi operators in the following way:

E=Eo+]]E~n~,

(7)
As it turns out, the operators (7) satisfy Bose
commutation relations approximately if we consider

j

n~=O, 1,2, ... , (8)

1-'

where E~ is determined from the characteristic
equation of the system of homogeneous linear equations:

+ t (fww 2) C4p. (w 2)} = 0.
Q>+ (fw) C2p. (w) + ~ {p (fww2) C1p. (w2) + q* (fww 2) C2p. (w 2)+ f* (fwwJ Csp. (w 2)
+ k (fww C p. (w2)} = 0.
([>- (gw) C p. (w) +] {k (gw w) C1p. (w 2) + t (gw w) C2p. (w 2) + q (gww C p. (w 2)
2)

3

2

"'•
([>+

(gw) C4p. (w)

4

+]

+ p (gww

2 ) C4 p.

{t* (gw 2 w) C1p. (w 2)

in which the following matrices have been introduced

2)

2

(w 2)}

+ k (gw

3

= 0.
2

w) C2p.(w 2)

+ p (gww

2)

C3p.(w 2)

(9)
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( 10)

3. We now allow for the existence of several electrons per site and look into the two possibilities.
l. Ferromagnetism. According to Bogoliubov 8,
the Hamiltonian of a ferromagnetic crystal with allowance for the electronic excited states is written
in the form:

~

~
j,A., +

J (f I

),1

f 2 A2) at'A,a, a-;;'A,q, afz'-•"• aj,'A,crz

iz"•"•"•

(ll)

together with the conditions of homeopolarity

E~ = (c / 2z) (afL)2 ~Jii,
ij

1'-2

+

£(1) (

Ezj J_. - E(o)
!J.Z

+

£(1)

£

2~'- --

£(0)

1'-2

!J.Z

a fL )2 • . . .

(13)

(au)2
r
'

where the last z - 1 quanti ties are determined by
the mutual relations between the exchange integrals.
If it is assumed that the exchange integrals between
different states are] t].. =];]?.=
JD, which seems
t]
to be approximately true for real crystals, then the
solutions of (13) are

(12)

E~ =
according to which there is at the node f only one
electron in the state .\; ,\ = 1, 2 ... z, where z is the
number of occupied states (the number of electrons
per site).
For a positive exchange integral f([1 l,.tf2 A2 ) > 0
the solution of the system of equations (6) can be
put in the form

v=cr+

1/ 2

=0;1.

It is easy to show that in this case the basic
equations (IO) agree with the equations of Kondorskii and Pakhomov6•
By applying the method of "perturbations" to the
equations obtained above we can find that for small
values of the quasi-momentum p. the solution of the
system has the following structure:

1/ 2

czJ (afL) 2 ,

E~ = z (J0

+ cJ),
(14)

k = 2, 3, ... 'z.

Comparing Eqs. (13) and (14) we see that in a ferromagnet only one of the z branches of the spectrum
depends quadratically on the quasi-momentum. For
the other z- 1 branches the large constant term
overlaps the small one which depends on the quasimomentum and which all but disappears if the exchange integrals differ little for different states.
2. Antiferromagnetism. We take for the Hamiltonian of an anti ferromagnet

fi = E0

with the conditions

] ata aj'Aa = 1;

"

] eta Cgt..a
cr

=

1.
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these special excitations which depend weakly on
the quasi-momentum, we consider still another subsidiary problem: let us find the energy of a weakly
excited state of a ferromagnetic crystal with one
electron per site, in which, in addition to the
S-state, there are other excited states, designated
by the index,\, which arbitrarily assume the values
0, 1, ... (z- 1). In all there will be 2z different
electronic states per atom, since for each •orbit"
the electron can have two spin directions. If it is
assumed that an electron with a given spin direction is in its ground state, then all told there will
be 2z- 1 different excited states possible for the
electrons inside each atom.
From Bogoliubov' s general scheme 8 it is a simple matter to obtain an expression for the Hamiltonian of this system. If we require that the following condition be satisfied:

Now the solution of the system of equations (6) will
be

6"' (fb)

= o(v- <0),

<Dw (g),v)

= o(v + <0- 1).

Under these conditions, after approximations
analogous to those made for a ferromagnet, the secular equation of the system of equations (9) has 2z
positive solutions:

E~

=

1/ 2

zcJ (afL),

E~- z (1°

multiplicity 2

+ cJ j 2),

multiplicity 2(z-1).

Thus it is found that when there are z electrons
per atom a ferromagnet has z independent branches
of Bose-type excitations, while an antiferromagnet
has 2z branches.
In addition to the usual excitations of ferromagnonantiferromagnon type some new excitations arise,
~ a};._a ap,a = 1,
which depend weakly on the quasi-momentum and
).a
vanish for z = 1.
4. In order to explain the physical meaning of
then the Hamiltonian takes the form

(16)

(17)

Now let us renormalize the quantity a and assume
that it takes the values 0, 1: this change will not
affect our results. Since v =(,\a), then w = (AL ).
If we take the functions

as solutions of Eq. (6), it is not difficult to show
that the non-zero coefficients in Eq. ( 10) will be

pfl(fAOA 20)= ~ eifl<h-flRe[F(fAf 2A2 f0f 20)- F(fAf 2 A 2f2 0fO)],
/.( "!' !1'

qfl. (fAOA20) =

~ eifl.(f,-tJ [F (fAfzOfOf2A2)- F
f,(

(fAf20f2A2fO)J,

(18)

* j)

qfl (fAt A21) = - ~ eifl.(/2-fl F (fAf 20f 2 A 2 f0).

/2(*/)
For the problem at hand the characteristic equation of the system (9) breaks up into three equations:

det II qfl (fA 1 A2 1)

det

+ <D- (fA 1) oAA,II . det II q: (fA 1 A2 1) + <D+ (fA1) OAA,Il = 0,

qfl. (f AOA 20)

+ <D- (f AO) oAA, :

(19)

pfl (f AOA20)

--------------~-------~------

pfl (fAoA2o)

r

q: (fAoA2o)

+ <D+ (fAo) oM,,

=0.
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The first two equations in (19) are each of order z;
the third, of order 2z- 1. It is not difficult to show
that if E !J. is a root of Eq. (19), then -E 1-L will also
be a root, so that there will be 2 z - 1 positive solutions.
In the determinants of the matrices on the left
hand side of Eq. (19) there appear only matrix elements with!, = 0 or with!. = 1; consequently we
conclude that the group of eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian (17) can be split up into two independent
subgroups-one with spin excitations, one without.
The equations of order z describe the spin excitations of the crystal. For the case z = 2 they are
easily solved and yield two positive solutions:

E-; =

E: =

+ (Jo + Ju- 2Jlo) c (atL)
~1o + (Joo + Ju + 2Jio) c (aiJ..)
(20)
~10

1 /2
1 /2

+

2cJlo

1 /4

1 /4

2•

0

2,

where I A A = F(fAJ2 0f2 ~fO) are the exchange int

with several electrons per atom, the appearance of
the new excitations which depend weakly on the
quasi-momentum is connected with the possibility
of exchange between electrons separated by energy
gaps.
We still have to explain the significance of the
solutions which depend on the quasi-momentum:
(22)
In the ground state at each site there are up to z
electrons with their spins directed, say, to the left.
The total spin at this node will be -z/2. If at a
site there were just one particle with spins= z/2,
instead of z electrons with spins s = l/2, the number of possible orientations of this spin would be
2s + 1 = z + L Such particles could have z excited
states. The solution of the problem for these partides would be

2

tegrals between two electrons A1 and~ of neighboring atoms, occupying either the ground state or
excited states. ll10 is just the difference between
the levels of the electrons in an atom of the crystal.
We now tum our attention to a deep analogy which
exists between Eqs. (20) and the equations of Kondorskii and Pakhomov 6 • The latter describe the
spin excitations which arise out of nearest-neighbor
interactions of atoms, each of which has two electrons fixed in their "orbits.' Equations (20), however, describe the analogous excitations for a system in which each atom has one electron in the
lower state, so that in order to transfer the electron
to the next "'orbit' it is necessary to supply it with
an energy fllO' Consequently Eqs. {20) describe the
spin excitations after part of the electrons has already gone into the excited state. We will not investigate the excitations without spin here.
We have carried out an analysis of the solution
for z = 2. Great technical difficulties arise for the
other cases. We assume that the exchange integrals
I ]I.. are identical for different pairs of states (ji).
In this case the first equation of (19) yields

E~
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= f (~ii) + czJ,

(z- 1);

£~=A (atL) 2 ,

(21)

where f(~ii) is some function of flii• the difference
between energy levels, which vanishes when
11.ii = 0. Equation (20) now becomes identical with
Eq. ( 14) for a ferromagnet with z electrons per atom,
Thus we come to the conclusion that in a system

If we compare this expression with the first equation of (l), we come to the conclusion that each
such excitation has to correspond to a change of
the spin projection by unity. Then a change of the
spin projection by z units has to correspond to the
energy
(23)
whereupon the spin projection becomes equal to
z/2, i.e., the spin flips over. But Eq. (23) agrees
with (22), so that latter ought to correspond to a
change of the spin projection by z units, i.e., the
entire group of spins surrounding the atom flips
over as a whole. We did not find any other excitations of the system which depend on the quasimomentum in the smne way, so we conclude that in
a ferromagnetic crystal (containing up to z magnetically active electrons per atom) spin waves are propagated in which a whole group of spins at the site
acts as a unit. This is a natural extension of the
idea of a ferromagnon to the case of z electrons
surrounding the site.
For antiferromagnets the interpretation of the
elementary excitations has to be analogous.
In conclusion I take the opportunity to express
sincere appreciation'to ProfessorS. V. Vonsovskii
and to G. G. Taluts for valuable discussions.
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Equations with variational derivatives for correlation functions have been derived. A
method is developed for solving these for various systems in statistical equilibrium. A
•superposition" theorem is derived for obtaining the correlation functions when the interaction between the particles of the system can be described as the sum of long and short
range forces.

BEHAVIOR OF A statistical system of inT HEteracting
particles is determined by the corresponding distribution functions of these particles
Fs(X 1 , x 2 , • • • , X5 ) (s = l, 2, 3, ... ). Bogoliubov 1
has shown that the functions F s can be represented
by variational derivatives of the functional introduced by him, and the series of equations for the
determination of these distribution functions were
first obtained by him. As Bogoliubov also pointed
out 2 , his functional does not have a direct physical
interpretation; he therefore pointed out a method in
Ref. 2 for the construction of other functionals,
based on the idea of the inclusion of the external
field, in a manner similar to that employed in the
Schwinger theory of the Green function.
In the present work, starting out from a functional for the free energy of a system of M types of
particles in an external field cp (x ), closed equations are found with variational derivatives for the
unitary distribution function for different forms of
the functional argument; with the help of these derivatives, a method of determining the correlation
functions has been deduced for systems of particles
with different interactions: Coulombic <ll0 (r), an in-

teraction decreasing rapidly with distance, <l.\ (r),
and an interaction of the form <D (r) = <ll0 (r) +<D1 (r).
I. FREE ENERGY AS A FUNCTIONAL.
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS. EQUATIONS
WITH VARIATIONAL DERIVATIVES
Let us consider a system of M types Na molecules of the ath type. Let this system be located
in an external field cp(r). The probability density
function of the position of the molecules is determined by the Gibbs function:

(l)

where UN is the potential energy of interaction of
the particles with each other; rai determines the
position of the ith molecule of the ath type, while'
the summation is taken over all different pairs of

